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          Product: PDFNet Windows

Product Version:9.2.0

Hello,

I am trying to identify tables and lists elements in the PDF in order to identify and tag them appropriately to make a logical structural tree for the PDF document. I saw that TextExtractor could be used to extract the text, but not sure how to use it to extract tables. Are there any ways of doing it? Can you provide an example of how to do it?

(P.s) I am trying to make an HTML a PDF/UA compliant PDF using PdfTron. So far I could identify texts and images, tag them accordingly, and add them to the logical tree using ElementReader. I am stuck in the tables and lists content. I am coding using C#.

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Shrink the html content to fit a pdf page using HTML2PDF
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert PDF to multiple file types on Windows - About converting from PDF
	Windows PDF Content Extraction Library
	Code samples for extracting & parsing PDFs on Windows
	Extracting text from a PDF on Windows - PDFTron.AI

Forums:	Does HTML2PDF conversion loose the information related to H1-H6 headings?
	How to convert a RTF string or stream to PDF without passing the filepath
	How to access the current PDF document?
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          Hi Maneesha,

You can read our page on document understand that goes over table extraction:
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PDFTron Systems Inc. | Document-understanding


  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



We also have a tool where you can upload a file and the software will find the tables and let you download to get a Tagged PDF:
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  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



If they want to learn more about this product fill in this form:
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  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop
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          Is there a way to do this using PDFTron SDK somehow?
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          You can try our online API endpoint to demo the software in your own project:
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